Church of England to Withdraw Funds from Polluting Firms that Don’t Tackle Climate Change
by Olivia Rudgard
July 8, 2018 – The Church of England is to withdraw funds from polluting firms that fail to tackle climate change.
Companies including Shell and BP could face disinvestment from the church within 5 years, if they do not fall in line with strict environmental measures.
Its General Synod, meeting this weekend in York, voted to bring in the timetable, to put more pressure on companies which fail to meet the aims of the Paris climate accords.
The church pulled £12 million in funds out of assets such as coal and tar sands oil, but is still an investor in major fossil fuel companies.  The church’s pension fund, worth £2 billion, is understood to be in deficit, but a spokesman said it was on track to remove it. 
The decision came after the church was slammed by one of its bishops for failing to move with sufficient urgency.  The Bishop of Oxford, Steven Croft, said the church was "not moving quickly enough" and urged it to disinvest by 2020, an shorter timetable.  "If we continue to invest in these companies beyond 2020, we will be generating profit from practices which will harm and exacerbate climate change," he said. 
But members instead opted to pass a motion which tells church commissioners to withdraw funds by 2023 from energy giants who do not fall in with the Paris agreement to ensure global temperatures do not rise by more than 2°. 
Until now, the Church has been focused on a policy of remaining a shareholder in big companies working in fossil fuels and mining, and working to change them from within.  The Bishop of Manchester, David Walker, who led the debate, said the approach had successfully prompted companies to improve their policies. 
A spokesman for the Church of England said: “Synod’s vote makes clear that the Church must play a leading role and exercise its moral leadership on the urgent issue of climate change….  Today’s decision, including the amendment by Giles Goddard, will allow us to continue to push for real change in the oil and gas sector - and use engagement, our voting rights, and rights to file shareholder resolutions to drive the change we want to see.   
“As we said during the debate, our active engagement and voting record provide greater leverage and influence than we could ever hope to achieve by acting alone or by forced divestment and simply selling our holdings.”
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